
UltraUltra--Safe Plus+ CommercialSafe Plus+ Commercial- 
Spray on the Ultra-Safe Plus+, let sit a 
few seconds to 1 minute, then wipe 
with a damp sponge or terry cloth rag.  
Some jobs may require the use of a 
stiff brush to loosen embedded dirt, 
fungus, grease, grime, mildew & mold. 
 

BODY USE BODY USE - We recommend using our NEW Suds PumpsWe recommend using our NEW Suds Pumps! !    
Our Suds SolutionsSuds Solutions  can be used as an everyday wash for the body, 
face and hands. Use Suds as an acne wash and for little clean up 
jobs, such as; blood stains, coffee spills & for “Little Budding Artists”!!  
 

Darick A. Nordstrom, D.D.S. & Dr. Clarence E. Norris, M.D. Darick A. Nordstrom, D.D.S. & Dr. Clarence E. Norris, M.D.   -
Prescribe and recommend to their patients our Ultra-Safe Solutions®  
for brushing their teeth to help remove bacteria from their gums 
which creates gingivitis and for a variety of skin conditions such as; 
head lice, poison ivy, psoriasis, ring worm, skin rashes & spider bites 
 

CABINETS & COUNTER TOPSCABINETS & COUNTER TOPS - Empty first. ☺   To 
Clean spray with Ultra-Safe Solution® 7:1, let sit for 15 - 30 seconds, 
then wipe with a damp sponge or terry cloth rag.  To polish spray 
with our Ultra-Safe Polish®, rub in, let dry, then buff to a shine. 
 

FLOOR TILE FLOOR TILE --  Sweep first.  Spray on the Ultra-Safe Solution®.  
Let sit 1 minute and use a soft brush to agitate the grout then rinse.  
For vinyl flooring, use a terry cloth to agitate the hard to clean spots.  
Dry with a soft cloth.  For mopping floors, use 2 – 4 ounces of raw 
concentrate Ultra-Safe Solution® per one gallon of water.  If desired, 
pre-spray heavy soiled spots with Ultra-Safe Degreaser. Use our 
Ultra-Safe Polish® to finish with a shine and a sparkle. 
 

UltraUltra--SafePlusSafePlus+ + works wonders on Fungus, Mildew & Mold.  
It is very unique in eliminating Gram (Gram (--) & Gram (+) Bacteria.) & Gram (+) Bacteria.  
It helps to control cross contamination by working in a microbial 
action even after it dries on a hard surface for 1 - 4 weeks! 
 

MILDEW & MOLDMILDEW & MOLD— Spray on the Ultra-Safe Plus+®.  Let sit 
1 minute, agitate lightly, spray on again, let sit 1-5 minutes, then 
scrub and rinse.  NOTE - Always use caution when cleaning molds. 
 

SHOWER DOOR & TUBSHOWER DOOR & TUB— Spray with Ultra-Safe Solution® 
or Ultra-Safe Plus+®. Let sit 1 minute and agitate with a stiff brush or 
terry cloth rag. Rinse & repeat if necessary, buff dry, polish if desired. 
 

SINK & FAUCETSSINK & FAUCETS— Spray on the Ultra-Safe Solution® or   
Ultra-Safe Plus+®.  Let sit for 30 seconds.  Agitate with a brush, if 
heavily soiled.  Rinse and wipe with a damp sponge or terry cloth 
rag.  To shine or sparkle spray on either Ultra-Safe Glass & Tile® or 
Ultra-Safe Polish®, rub in, let dry, then buff with a dry cloth. 
 

TOILETTOILET— Spray bowl, seat and sides, including the floor around 
the toilet with the UltraUltra--Safe Plus+® LM Safe Plus+® LM (Medical Cleanser)(Medical Cleanser).  Let sit 
1 minute and then scrub with a stiff brush.   Wipe the floor, seat and 
sides of bowl with damp sponge or terry cloth rag.  (If your water has 
heavy minerals in it, try adding 2 - 4 oz of Ultra-Safe Degreaser® raw 
concentrate to the tank once a week and let sit overnight.) 
Note: Note: Most Toilet Bowl Cleaners Are….Most Toilet Bowl Cleaners Are….VERY TOXICVERY TOXIC!!!!!! 
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